2101 Wilson Blvd. SUIte 550
Arlington, Virginia 22201

March 31, 2009

f\.fr. Kevin Nyland
Acting Administrator
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office of the President

Dear lvir. Nyland:
We arc pleased to submit the attached recommendations in response to OMB's request for
commenrs on its regulatory revic..'W process. Our comments focus on suggested changes to existing
OMB guidance in the usc of benefit-cost analysis as it applies to pending and future regulations that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
These comments are informed by a recent workshop organized by the Pew Center which brought
together 75 of the world's leading expcns on the issues related to quantifying the benefits of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Information on the workshop is available at:
hI tp://\\,""-;,\·.pewclimiltc.om/bcncfiIs\\,;,,·orbhQP-March09.
Given the need to consider the benefits from reducing greenhouse gas emissions as part of
rulemakings across the government, we believe this review is both timely and critical. We would be
happy to meet with your staff to discuss our comments if that would be useful.
Sincerely,
Jay Gulledge, Senior Scientist and Program Manager for Science and Impacts
Janet Peace, VP for Markets and Business Strategy
J cremy Richardson, Senior Fellow for Science Policy
Steve Seidel, VP for Policy Analysis

In Brief
As the Office of Management and Budget undertakes a lOO-day review of its role in the
federal regulatory review process, the Pew Center on Global Climate Change offers the
following recommendations regarding the use of benefit-cost analysis CSCA) as a tool to
assess economically efficient policies to mitigate climate change.

1) If performed according to best practices, traditional benefit-cost analysis (BCA)
can be an appropriate tool for making policy recommendations that concern
incremental changes in greenhouse gas emissions and climate impacts (e.g., for
regulatory decisions like CAFE, or appliance efficiency standards). It should not
be used for decisions that are non-incremental, for example long-term decisions
concerning decarbonization of the energy sector.
2) To ensure a globally efficient outcome, global, rather than only domestic, benefits
of climate policy should be considered when using BCA to evaluate domestic
climate policy.
3) Use ofa constant 7 percent discount rate is inappropriate for the analysis of
climate policies for a variety of reasons including the Widely recognized potential
for very large and irreversible damages on future generations. A much lower
discount rate of3 percent or lower should be used to account for the
intergenerational nature of the issue and the analysis should take into account
the uncertainty over time associated with any long term discount rate.
4) The benefits calculated in BCA are derived from integrated assessment models
that omit a large number of potentially significant impacts. Analysts must
compensate for this underestimation of benefits.
5) BCA should evaluate and communicate the sensitivity of results to uncertainty in
key model parameters and future outcomes, such as climate sensitivity, the rate
of climate change, carbon cycle feedbacks, the magnitude and timing of impacts,
the efficacy of adaptation, and potentially catastrophic outcomes with unknown
but non·zero probabilities.
6) Climate policy is unlike other regulatory issues that fall squarely within existing
OMB guidance. Because of the unique characteristics of climate change, OMB
should develop separate guidelines specific to analyzing climate policy.
7) Over the longer term, BCA alone should not serve as the primary metric for
setting or evaluating climate·related policies and new methods must be
developed and implemented to provide a more complete assessment of benefits.
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The Pew Center on Global Climate Change recognizes the importance of the regulatory review
process in establishing a framework for facilitating informed decision making concerning future
regulatory actions to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. \Vhile the Obama Administration
and key members of Congress intend to make climate legislation a top priority this year, the earliest
action may come from federal agencies' near-term actions limiting greenhouse gas emissions under
existing legislative authorities.
The Pew Cenlcr on Global Climate Change recently held an expert workshop bringing together
morc than 7S thought leaders in the environmental economics, impacts, vulnerability, and risk
assessment communities to provide insights ahom quantifying the benefits of reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, to develop recommendations on the usc of benefit-cost analysis (BCA) for climate
policy. and to outline a research path to improve decision making tools over time. Input from
participants of the workshop has shaped the rcrommendations presented here, which nonetheless
represent only the views of the Pew Center. More information on the workshop can be found on
our website. l

BCA has long been a cornerstone of regulatory decision making. The Pew Center believes that BCA
has a legitimate role in assessing individual energy and environmental regulations. As acknowledged
in current OMB guidelines (cf. Circular A-4 and A-94), the utility of BCA declines with longer time
scales, which is a serious limitation with regard to climate policy. It is also subject to misuse when
non-incremental changes arc involved, when damage estimates fail to include or quantify significant
impacts, and when global commons arc affected. In the case of climate policy, therefore, BCA faccs
several challenges that can lead to misguided decisions if not addressed effectively.
Given that the courts have ordered regulatory agencies to include the benefits from climate change
in their decisions and that a number of such rcgulations are in the pipeline (e.g., CAFE standards,
appliance efficiency standards, and possible EPA greenhouse gas regulations), this review by OMB is
both timely and necessary. Though much work remains to be done, the environmcotal economics
community has generated some imponant recent innovations in analyzing the benefits of climate
policy. o.MB's review of this progress should provide new insights and inform its revised guidance
to federal regulators. 11te recommendations here focus on the benefits side of the BCA approach.
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1) If performed according to best practices, traditional benefit-cost analysis (BCA)
can be an appropriate tool for making policy recommendations that concern
incremental changes in greenhouse gas emissions and climate impacts (e.g., for
regulatory decisions like CAFE, or appliance efficiency standards). It should not
be used for decisions that are non-incremental, for example long·term decisions
concerning decarbonization of the energy sector.
DCA can be an effective tool in evaluating the efficacy of proposed and existing regulations that
concern incremenral changes in greenhouse gas emissions. Used corrcctly, with an adequate
accounting of the benefits of regulations (see #2), BCA can help inform decision makers about
costs and benefits of rules governing, for example, improved CAFE standards and appliance
efficiency standards. Policies that involve non-incremental changes in emissions, however, such
as the long-term de(:arbonization of the «:onomy over the 21" century, are difficult if not
impossible to evaluate within a BCA framework. These policies are expected to bring about
significant changes in and interactions between «:onomic and biophysical systems, which no
current modeling framework is rcmOle1y capable of capturing. ·Thus, estimates emerging from
such analyses are not robust cnough to guidc the design of policies that will significantly alter
climate projections from the no-policy baseline. It is important to understand the limitations of
cxisting tools uscd to evaluate climate policies. Recommendations 2-6 address best practices for
DCA when analyzing incremental climate policies.

2) To ensure a globally efficient outcome, global, rather than only domestic, benefits
of climate policy should be considered when using BeA to evaluate domestic
climate policy.
Global climate change represents a market failure--cmitters of greenhouse gases do not account
for the damages they impose on others, leading to an inefficient use of resources and excessive
emissions from a societal perspective. GHGs are global pollutants that mix unifonnly in the
atmosphere. As a result, the damages from anyone country's emissions are borne not only by
the country itself, but by all other countries as well. Furthermore, because no single country
emits the majority of all GHGs, the majority of climate change damages in any country are the
result of the combined GHGs from all other emitters. Because no single country can achieve the
emissions reductions it needs on its own, all major emitters must cooperate by internalizing all
damages caused by their GHGs, including those outside their own borders. Only through such
international cooperation can the market failure be fully corrected. Both the United Kingdom
and the European Commission have decided (0 account for global benefits when contemplating
GHG emission reductions in regulatory impact assessments and cost-benefit analyses?
Although current or-.m guidance permits consideration of international impacts of domestic
emissions (Circular A·4, p. 15), it encourages agencies to emphasize the domestic benefits of
regulatory actions (Circular A-94, p. 5). In the case of climate change, this approach is
misguided for multiple reasons. If the United States, as a large world emitter in both historic
and per capita tcnns, were to consider only domestic benefits in crafting its climate policy, it

Watkiss, P., D. Anthoff, T. Downing, C. Hepburn, C. Hope, A. Hunt, and R.SJ. Tot, The social costs of carbon (SeC)
reView-methodological approaches for using see estimates in policy assessment, Finat report to DEFRA, 2006.
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would create a strong incentive for other countries to behave similarly. The net effcct would be
that all countries would make fewer reductions, ensuring an outcome that is globally suboptimal
and less beneficial to the U.S. because only a minority fraction of domestic damages would be
avoided compared to the cooperative outcome. Tn addition, accounting for domestic benefits
within U.S. borders alone will likely miss important spillover effects that stem from damages
abroad, including climatc·related destabilization of societies and human populations that could
present serious national security risks to the U.s.
The current OMB guidelines should be revised to require that global benefits be considered
when addressing issues related to climate policy.

3) Use of a constant 7 percent discount rate is inappropriate for the analysis of
climate policies for a variety of reasons including the widely recognized potential
for very large and irreversible damages on future generations. A much lower
discount rate of 3 percent or lower should be used to account for
intergenerational nature of the issue and the analysis should take into account
the uncertainty over time associated with any long term discount rate.
A serious risk exists that without actions to prevent climate change, the impacts to the global
economy will be large, widespread and in many cases irreversiblc. However, the bencfits of
avoiding these impacts will accrue largely to future generations, whereas the costs of mitigation
will largely be borne by current generations. As is the case for any BCA of long. run policies, the
prescriptions for climate policy will be extremely sensitive to the discount rate used in the
analysis. \Vhich discount ratc to use when facing serious climatc impacts howevcr,largely falls in
the realm of discussions about equity, intergenerational welfare, and ethics, leading us to
concludc that a lowcr discount rate is more appropriate.
Current OMB guidelines on discounting (as described in Circular A-4 with reference [0 Circular
A·94) mandate using rcal discount rates of both 3 percent and 7 percent. However. the
guidclines acknowledge that special considerncions arise when comparing benefits and costs
across gencra.rions. Circular A·4 recommends that if a rule has important intergencrational
benefits or costs, then further sensitivity analysis would be appropriate to calculate net benefits
using a lower but positive discount rate in the range of 1·3 percent (p. 35.36). Climate change,
wilhout guestion clearly requires special consideration and we absolutely support thc use of
lowcr discount rates.
OJo..fB's 7 percent discount rate (based on the avcra.ge before·tax rate of return to private capital
in the U.S. economy) is inappropriate for evaluating climate policy for a number of reasons.
First, it raises serious ethical concerns about intergenerational weighting. Second, market
interest rates simply do not exist for the long intergencrational time horizons involved in climate
change. Third, the rationale for setting of the social discount rate equal to the markct interest
rate. which stems from optimal growth modeling, is contingent on there being no market
failures or distortions in Lhe economy, which do not characterize real·world conditions.
In addition to requiring the use of a lower intcrest rate, OMB should also establish guidelines to
account for uncertainty in the discount rate over rime. Analysts typically consider the discount
rate to be constant, but historical records suggest there is uncertainty in the discount r.lte itself.
The intcrest rate for U.S. long-term government bonds has declined by about 3 pcrcent over the
past two centuries. Uncertainty in the discount rate can have a large effcct on the valuation of

future benefits. For example, NcweU and Pizer (2001)3 find that applying variable discount
factors that account for uncertainty would raise the expected value of damages from CO~
emissions by more than 80 percent, compared to a constant 4 percent discount rate. 'Thus, by
including a realistic treatment of the uncertainty in future discount rates, the valuation of future
benefits is less sensitive to the choice of the initial discount rate. OMB should establish
guidelines for including uncertainty in the future discount rate, particularly as applied to climate
policy, where the benefits will be experienced further in the future.

4) The benefits calculated in BeA are derived from integrated assessment models
that omit a large number of potentially significant impacts. 4 Analysts must
compensate for this substantial underestimation of benefits.
Omittcd impacts can be grouped into three categories: i) market impacts that have not as yet
been includcd in models; ii) non-market impacts that arc much more difficult to put in monetary
units but which can be quantified in physical units and iii) socially contingent impacts which are
important to society but even more difficult to quantify.
i. Market impacts. The vast majority of the economic impacts considcred in BCA studies
focus on the effects of projected mean climate change on market sectors, such as the
impacts of mean sea level rise on infrastructure and effects of higher temperatures on energy
conswnption for heating and cooling (See region I of the matrix in Figure 1). However, not
all impacts that can be monetized are yet included in most models used as the basis for
benefits estimates. The climate impacts on agriculture, w:ater variability (drought, flood,
storms), even tourism are but a few examples of impacts with specific market values that are
typic:illy not included in BCA assessments (regions 11 and In of Figure 1). For the most
part, govcmrnent :lgencies h:lve been relying on models th:lt have yet to include imp:lcts
beyond Region I of the m:ltrix, beca.use :lssessments of other irnP:lClS :lre relatively recent
md difficult to :lggrega.te. Nevertheless, they :lfe extremely irnport:lnt :lnd should be
considered.
ii. Nonmarkct impacts. Even if models were able to monetize aU of the impacts
identified above, many omitted impacts do not have market values, even though some can
be quantificd in physical units (regions IV·VI of Figure 1). 'These include, for example, the
extinction of individual species, and an overall decrease in biodiversity. For cxample, with
1.5 - 2.5 °C w:lrming above the 1990 global average temperature, the IPCC projects that 30
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percent of specics will be at increased risk of extinction.S \XIhile environmemal economists
have developed many tools to approximate the value of these impacts (e.g., contingent
valuation assessment, shadow pricing, hedonic valuation, travel-cost, etc.) specific damage
estimates are difficult to aggregate, time intensive and in many cases are very controversial.
For example, while a monetary value can be assigned to physical costs of moving a coastal
Alaskan village, many will dispute the idea that a dollar value can be placed on the loss of the
ancient cultural practices associated with living by the coast.

Figure 1. Categories of impacts. Darker shading depicts categories for which impacts are
generally included in damage functions. lighter shading depicts categories that are
largely or entirely omitted. 5
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iii. Socially contingent impacts. Yt:t another type of impact can be described as socially
contingent, wht:re first order impacts have substantial indirect effects. (see Region VB and
VIII in Figure 1). An example of this type of impact is the pOlentialloss of diplomatic
influence as a result of climate change damages in other countries. Americans value their
nation's ability to project power and to influence international developments, but it is not
possible to quantify the damage if this ability erodes. Again, while such impacts cannot be
assessed in monetary terms, they should nonetheless be identified.
Perceptively, Circular A·4 acknowledges that when benefits cannot be monetized, BCA can be
misleading (p.IO). We believe that this will be the case for BCA assessments of climate policies
derived from integrated assessment models (lAMs) because the omitted impacts are numerous
and significant. Because significant impacts are omitted from traditional BCA-tht: benefit of
avoiding tht:se impacts is t:ffectively set to zero, which is unrcasonable.1
Circular A·4 addresses non-monetized benefits by directing analysts to provide a summary table
of these benefits and costs and to usc "professional judgment" to highlight the most important
ones affecting the policy decision (p.27). In practice, however, we are concerned that decisions
arc based on the "BCA number" and not the ancillary information on non·monetized impacts.
The only way around this problem within the BCA framework is to put a value on all impacts.
We advise developing new damage estimates for as many omitted impacts as possible, and then
compensating for the remaining omitted impacts through some type of risk premium. One
option is to make a post hoc adjustment to t:stimated damages. An example is offered by Yohe
and Tol (2008),8 who note that a 50% risk premium added to modeled damage estimates is "not
out of the question given that the downside risks of climate change are not well understood."
Adjusting impact estimates that we know are too low through the use of a risk premium has
intuitive appeal. \'(,le often address large IXrsonal risk by paying a premium for insurance.
Figures from the global reinsurance company Swiss Re, for example, show that current
worldwide spending on non·life insurance is 3.1 perccot of global GDP.' This behavior suggests
that individuals value the ability to minimizt: risk and from a societal perspe<:tive may be willing
to spend some percent of aggregate income to insure against future unacceptable climate risks jf
the impacts are potentially large.
Until we are bener able to value omitted impacts, their value should be accounted for (and not
ignored) by some method of scaling up current estimates.

1 Yohe, G. and R.5.J. Tal. "The Stern Review and the economics of climate change: an editorial essay" Climate
Change, 89: 231-240, 2008.
8 Ibid
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5) BCA should evaluate and communicate the sensitivity of results to uncertainty in
key model parameters and future outcomes, such as climate sensitivity, the rate
of climate change, carbon cycle feedbacks, the efficacy of adaptation, and
potentially catastrophic outcomes with low or unknown but non-zero
probabilities.
Circular A-4 provides specific guidance on the consideration of uncertainty in DCA, stating that
one of the fundamental components of regulatory analysis is "a quantitative analysis of the
probabilities of the relevant outcomes" (PAO). It specifically suggests the use of scnsitivity
analysis and formal probabilistic analysis of uncertainties, and it even notes that these
suggestions arc not intended [0 preclude new research tools in the future. We concur that a
transparent consideration of uncertainties is essential and recommend that it be more specific
for analyses of climate change policy. Key uncertainties that should always be examined includc
climate sensitivity, the shape of the damage fuanction, and the rate of clinutc change. 'These
unccnainries can be examined using either sensitivity or probabilistic analyses. Where probability
distributions are skewed, however, probabilistic analyses are prcferable. In the event that
sensitivity analysis is uscd, however, analysts should take care to capture the long tails of the
distribution in the choice of values to inelude in the analysis.
An important element of uncertainty is the possibility of extrcme outcomes of unknown but
nonzero probability.1O To account for sueh risks, analysts should estimate willingness to pay to
reducc such risks. One approach would quantify uncertainty explicidy within an LAM and then
estimate society's risk-adjusted willingness to pay to reduce the likelihood of unacceptable
outcomes on the tails of the distribution for key parameters, such as climate sensitivity.
Research is ongoing to develop such methods. \I

6) Climate policy is unlike other regulatory issues that fall squarely within existing
OMB gUidance. Because of the unique characteristics of climate Change, as
described in the sections above, OMB should develop separate guidelines specific
to analyzing climate policy.
As the above recommendations indicate, the analytical parameters required for effective analysis
of climate policy differ from those typical of conventional environmental pollutants. The long
time scales involved, the contentious issue of intergencrational discounting, the inability to
quantify many of the significant impacts, and the uniquc uncertainties involved limit the utililY of
current analytical tools. Although analysts must exercise judgment, climate policy is a new and
unique realm of regulatory analysis. The current one-size-fits-all approach to guiding BCA
review of regulatory decisions allows analysts familiar with traditional environmental policies
excessive leC\Wy to makc inappropriate choices for analyzing climate policy. or-re should,
therefore, develop separate guidelines specific to climate policy to ensurc that BCA, when it is
appropriate, is used to its best effect.
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7) BeA alone should not serve as the only metric for evaluating climate policy,

and new methods must be developed and implemented to provide a
realistic assessment of benefits.
We have provided here some recommendations for improving the use ofBCA for evaluating
regulatory decisions related to climate policy. However, traditional BCA suffers from several
inherent £laws that rcnder it inappropriate as the only method for evaluating climate policy. We
have highlighted some of the major shortcomings above. Circular A-4 already draws attention
to one:
"lf1h~n import;,rnt benefits and costs cannot be expressed in monetary units, BCA is
less useful, :md it CSln ~ven be misletlding. because th~ caJcuhtion ofnet benefits in
such c:;,ses does not provide:;, fun ev:;,lutlnon of:;,]] reJeWlnt benefits;,rnd costs. "(p. to)

Climate change clearly falls into this category. New (or at least supplemcnul) methods are
needed to accurately assess the benefits of climate policy compared to the costs.
In the case of non-incremental policy decisions, a new approach is even more critical. The n>cc
states that "Responding to climate change involves an iterativc risk management process that
includes both adaptation and mitigation and takes into account climate change damages, co
benefits, sustainability, equity, and attitudes to risk." 12 This is a taller order than SCA alone can
fill. Ultimately, decisions about climate change will require setting non-incremental climate
policies designed to contribute to global climate stabilization that should be informed by
scientific assessments of risk and implemented through domestic action and intcrnational
cooperation. Once the ovcrarching domestic goals aLe establishcd, the role of economic analysis
may more appropriatcly shift to focusing on identifying eost effective pathways to achieving
those goals.

Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report. Contribution of Working Groups I, II and III to the Fourth Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Summary for Policymakers, p. 22. (Core Writing Team,
R.K. Parchauri and A. Reisinger, Eds.) IPCC, Geneva, SWitzerland, 2007.
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